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Two scale-model tests were separately conducted in standard Toyoura sand with relative density of 50% and 80%.The effect of sand
relative density on pile-soil interaction was investigated through the response of a laterally loaded pile and the sand movement
around the pile. At a displacement of 3.6mm of the loading point, the applied loads in loose and dense sand were 4.775N and
21.025N, respectively, and the maximum moment and soil resistance of the pile in dense sand were over 4 times those in loose
sand. However, the deflection of the pile in dense sand was less than that in loose sand; additionally, the depth of zero deflection in
dense sand was also less than that in loose sand. At the same time, the maximum displacements of loose sand in the vertical profile
and ground surface were over 1.5 times those of dense sand.These characteristics occurred because the relative stiffness ratio of soil
and pile increased as the relative density increased, which caused the behavior of the pile in dense sand to be elastic rather than
rigid. In addition, the compacted sand particles did not move as easily as the loose sand particles.

1. Introduction

Many transmission towers, high-rise buildings, and bridges
are supported by piles [1, 2]. These structures not only bear
axial loads but also are subjected to considerable lateral
loads such as violent winds and earthquakes [3]. Therefore,
the lateral loading capacity of piles is an important design
consideration for the construction of deep foundations [4].
Many approaches have been proposed to analyze the lateral
loading capacity, such as the Broms method [5], the elastic
method [6], the p-y curve approach [7, 8], and the strain
wedge method [9, 10].

Most of research about the laterally loaded pile has been
carried out by attaching strain gauges on piles to measure
the lateral loading capacity, pile deflection, and soil resistance
created by the pile [11, 12]. It is worth noting, however, that
the behavior of the laterally loaded pile depends on soil

reaction and vice versa. Only a few model tests had been
used to study the movement of the soil around the pile. Of
those, Otani et al. [13] used X-ray computed tomography
(CT) to investigate three-dimensional deformation of the
sand around a laterally loaded pile. Due to the high cost
of the CT scanners, this technique has limited application
in the geotechnical engineering. With the development of
digital image processing, an economical, accurate, and full
field image correlation technique, termed as particle image
velocimetry (PIV), has been used in geotechnical engineering
[14]. Liu et al. [15] and Yuan et al. [16, 17] used the PIV
technique to correlate two consecutive images and measure
the displacement fields of the ground surface around a pile
under lateral loading.

This study presents the results from two scale-model tests
done in dense and loose sand to determine the effects of
relative density on the response of a laterally loaded pile
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Figure 1: The optical experimental setup.

and on the surrounding soil deformation. Combined with
horizontal and vertical displacement fields measured using
a PIV technique, the bending moment, lateral deflection,
and soil resistance distribution along the model pile as
derived from strain measurements were also analyzed. Our
findings indicate that the effect of relative density on soil-pile
interaction can be evaluated quantitatively.

2. Experimental Setup and Test Procedure

2.1. An Optical Experimental Setup. As shown in Figure 1, the
optical experimental setup included a model box, a model
pile, two cameras placed on the top and side of the model
box, a stepping motor with a driver to apply lateral loading,
and a data acquisition system to collect strain data.

A Plexiglas box 300mm in height, 200mm in width, and
250mm in length was used as the model box. The pile was
a square section of Plexiglas with a width of 10mm and a
flexural rigidity of 50N⋅m2. The model pile was embedded
210mm deep with a section extending approximately 40mm
above the surface. The lateral loads were applied using a
stepping motor attached to the pile at a point located 20mm
below the pile head using wire. To investigate the response of
the pile, seven pairs of strain gauges were attached along the
pile. The readings from the stain gauges are obtained using a
DH 3815 strain gauge testing instrument.

Two cameras (Canon PowerShotG10) with 4416 × 3312
pixels resolution were used to synchronously capture images
by a developed software driver using MATLAB commands
[18]. One camera was set in front of the model box with its
optical axis perpendicular to the vertical profile, and another
camera was set above the model box with its optical axis per-
pendicular to the ground surface, as shown in Figure 1. The
built in camera zoom lenses were adjusted to select optimized
regions of interest. While applying lateral loads, images of
the vertical profile and ground surface were simultaneously
captured by the two cameras. The images were employed to
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Figure 2: Curves of applied load versus lateral displacement in loose
and dense sand.

calculate the displacement fields of the vertical profile and
ground surface using the PIV technique. More details about
the PIV technique can be found in Liu and Iskander [19].

2.2. Soil Properties. The soil deposit was formed using
uniform Toyoura sand. Over the past few decades, the
properties and stress-strain behaviors of Toyoura sand have
been extensively studied by means of diverse laboratory tests.
The sandwas uniformly fine sand consisting of subrounded to
subangular particles. It had theminimumandmaximumvoid
ratios of 0.597 and 0.977, respectively, and a specific gravity of
2.65 [20].The sand had uniformity coefficient of 1.7 andmean
diameter of 0.17. The critical state friction angle, 𝜑cs, was 31

∘

[21]. The loose and dense sand samples were prepared with
relative density of 50% and 80%, respectively.

3. Test Results and Analysis

Two model tests of the laterally loaded pile were separately
conducted in loose and dense sand.The effect of sand relative
density on pile-soil interaction was investigated through the
response of the laterally loaded pile and the sand movement
around the pile.

3.1. Response of the Laterally Loaded Pile. The curves of
applied load versus lateral displacement at the pile head
in loose and dense sand are shown in Figure 2. Compared
with the two curves, it was clearly found that the lateral
bearing capacity in dense sand was larger than that in loose
sand. When the lateral displacement was 3.6mm (labeled
in Figure 2), the applied loads in loose and dense sand
were 4.775N and 21.025N, respectively. At this position the
response of the laterally loaded pile and the sand displace-
ments were simultaneously measured.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the bending moment in loose and dense
sand.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the pile deflection in loose and dense sand.

The bending moments can be derived from the readings
of the strain gauges attached along the model pile. Bending
moment distributions along the pile were recorded for a
lateral displacement of the pile head at 3.6mm (labeled in
Figure 2). As shown in Figure 3, the bending moments of the
pile in dense sand were larger than those in loose sand. The
maximummoment in dense sand was 4.2 times that in loose
sand, and the maximum moments were both at the depth of
60mm (i.e., 6 times pile width).

The lateral displacements of the model pile can be
determined using a double integration method from the
moment distribution function. As shown in Figure 4, the
lateral displacements along themodel pile in dense sand were
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Figure 5: Comparison of the soil resistance in loose and dense sand.

less than those in loose sand. The depth of zero deflection in
dense sand was also less than that in loose sand.The curve of
the pile deflection in loose sand was a straight line; however,
the pile in dense sandwas flexural deformation, implying that
the model pile in dense soil became an elastic pile rather than
a rigid pile as occurred in loose sand.

The soil resistances in relation to depth can be interpreted
with double differentiation of the bending moment distribu-
tion function. The trend of the soil resistances in dense sand
was different from that in loose sand, as shown in Figure 5.
The soil resistances along the pile in dense sand were larger
than those in loose sand, and the maximum resistance in
dense sand was 4.8 times that in loose sand, implying that the
soil resistances increased with the increasing relative density.
With the increasing relative density, the relative stiffness ratio
of soil and pile increases, which causes the behavior of the pile
to be as an elastic pile.

The p-y curves of the pile in dense and loose sand
can be obtained from the aforementioned calculation. As
shown in Figure 6, the soil resistance increased as the lateral
displacement increased. The increasing ratio of the soil
resistance in dense sand was much larger than that in loose
sand, implying that the soil resistance coefficient increased
with the increasing relative density.

3.2. Soil Deformation around the Laterally Loaded Pile. The
pile-soil interaction not only included the response of the
laterally loaded pile, but also consisted of the deformation
of the soil restraining the pile deflection. When the pile
head was under the same lateral displacement of 3.6mm
in dense and loose sand, the displacement fields of the
vertical profile and ground surface were calculated using the
PIVview2C software. In the contours of the displacement
fields at the vertical profile shown in Figure 7, the maximum
displacement of loose sand was 1.5 times that of dense sand,
and the influence zone along the depth in loose sand was
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Figure 6: Comparison of p-y curves in loose and dense sand.
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Figure 7: Contours of displacement fields at the vertical profile: (a) contours of displacement field in dense sand; (b) contours of displacement
field in loose sand.

obviously larger than that in dense sand.Therewere twomain
reasons: (1) the pile displacements in loose sand were larger
than those in dense sand shown in Figure 4, and the pile in
loose sand pushed the surrounding sand with a larger lateral
displacement; (2) the dense sand was compacted; thus, the
dense sand particles did not so easily move as the loose sand
particles.

Comparing the contours of the displacement fields at the
ground surface shown in Figure 8, the maximum displace-
ments were 1.4mm in dense sand and 2.4mm in loose sand,
which was consistent with the contours of the displacement
fields at the vertical profile. It was also worth noting that the
influence zone of the ground surface in loose sand was larger

than that in dense sand, especially within the back of the
pile. The loose sand particles easily moved, which caused the
soil behind the pile to move downwards duo to diminished
resistance of the pile. The compressed sand particles behind
the pile were stable, even though losing the resistance of the
pile, which was consistent with displacements at the vertical
profile shown in Figure 7.

4. Conclusions

In this study, two scale-model tests in dense and loose sand
were conducted to investigate the effect of relative density
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Figure 8: Contours of displacement fields at the ground surface: (a) contours of displacement field in dense sand; (b) contours of displacement
field in loose sand.

on the response of a laterally loaded pile and surrounding
soil deformation. The bending moment, lateral deflection,
and soil resistance distribution along the model pile were
derived from the strain measurement. When the same dis-
placement of 3.6mm at the loading point of the pile head
was reached, the lateral bearing capacity, bending moment,
and soil resistance in dense sand were larger than those in
loose sand; however, the deflection of the pile in dense sand
was less than that in loose sand. The main reason was that
the relative stiffness ratio of soil and pile increased with
increasing relative density, which caused the behavior of the
pile in dense sand to be elastic rather than rigid.

The displacement fields around the laterally loaded pile
in the vertical profile and ground surfacewere simultaneously
measured using the PIV technique. At the same displacement
of the pile head, the maximum displacements of loose sand
in the vertical profile and ground surface were over 1.5 times
those of dense sand. In addition, the influence zones along
the depth of the pile and the back of the pile in loose sand
were obviously larger than those in dense sand. The main
reasons were that the pile displacements in loose sand were
larger than those in dense sand, the pile in loose sand pushed
the surrounding sand with a larger displacement, and the
dense sand was compacted; thus, the dense sand particles
did not so easily move as the loose sand particles, and
the sand particles behind the pile were stable, even though
diminishing resistance of the pile.

The results demonstrated that the combined analysis of
the response of the pile and the sand displacement fields
is appropriate to investigate the mechanism of the effect
of relative density on pile-soil interaction. In the future
research, the internal sand movement will be observed using
transparent soil to investigate the effect of the sand density on
the internal pile-soil interaction.
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